
Considering the succession of events in Lower Egypt preceding the Naqada expansion in Lower
Egypt in the late fourth millennium, we can distinguish three steps of activity in the relationship

between the Delta cultures and the Naqada culture. The three steps span some 700 years between
4000 and 3300 BCE.1

Phase 1: Initial Contacts Between the Northern Delta and Upper Egypt:
Culture of Early Buto (Buto Ia)—Culture of Late Badari/Early Naqada Ia
(ca. 4000-3800 BCE)
The first trading step between the two regions took place during the Buto Ia Period. The chronol-
ogy presented by von der Way2 has placed the origin of Buto in a period contemporary with the
end of Ma‘adi, in a timeframe corresponding to the Upper Egyptian chronology of Naqada IIb,3

a relative chronology that has been widely quoted by researchers.4 Yet we believe that the Buto
phase Ia5 should be placed in a far earlier period corresponding to the opening of Ma‘adi, or even
to a pre-Ma‘adian phase. In terms of Upper Egyptian chronology, this period would be contem-
porary with the Late Badarian or early Naqada Ia,6 This analysis is based on the locally-produced
ceramics which feature some shapes comparable to the cultures of Upper Egypt and strong cul-
turally-Palestinian characteristics which would appear more likely linked to the Palestinian Late
Chalcolithic. Given the current published data, the relative chronology between the Buto Ia cul-
ture and the Ma‘adi culture must be seriously revised, and it is hazardous to link these two sites,
as the archaeological material shows few similar traits and could occupy distinct and disjunctive
timeframes. Von der Way’s forging of the term “Buto-Ma‘adi culture” is thus a source of confu-
sion that must be put into focus and possibly be entirely reformulated. 

Artifacts being unearthed relating to Buto I and II are also quite different. Analyzing the pro-
posed classification, we can identify a chronological gap between Buto I and II due to the fact
that a layer with a clearly much earlier material of Palestinian origin (Buto I) dating from the Late
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Chalcolitihic (ca. 4000–3800 BCE) has not been taken properly into account. The next layer (Buto
II), as far as it is concerned, shows D-class shards and a kind of “impressed-ware” typical of the
Naqada IIb–c Period (ca. 3500–3400 BCE). Von der Way7 and Köhler8 insist that there is no strati-
graphical “gap” anywhere in the recorded layers of Buto. Still, it appears that the “archaeologi-
cal layers” are based on the clustering of similar material into “phases” rather than on real stratig-
raphy.9 Another aspect concerns the precise determination of Buto’s phases in relation to Ma‘adi
(Buto Ia, Buto Ib and/or Buto IIa?). In any case, these links are difficult to establish because the
best type-fossils for Buto Ia, the locally manufactured Chalcolithic Palestinian type kitchenware,
and for Buto IIa, ceramics decorated with a “rocker stamp” and D-class Naqada-ware, are both
totally absent from Ma‘adi. 

The relationship between Early Buto and Upper Egypt is attested by two Chalcolithic

Figure 1
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Palestinian ceramics (pots with four lug handles) found in a Badarian tomb (Qau al-Kebir 56910)
which were surely traded through a center of Lower Egypt.11 Another Badarian tomb
(Mostagedda 592), has yielded eight “perforated rods,”12 made of shell, possibly elements of a
belt derivative of Chalcolithic Palestinian models in bone (Ghassûl, Nahal-Qanah). According to
R. Friedman,13 we also find some non-local jars in Badarian tombs similar in manufacture, finish,
and form to vessels from Merimde or Buto I. Furthermore, in the Northern delta at Tell al-Farkha,
M. Chlodnicki14 indicates that recent digs reaching the sites earliest layers have unearthed jars
that might be linked to Bararian ware. The presence of cylindrical ceramics at Buto I could also
establish another link between the Northern and Southern cultures. These ceramics have been
compared to Naqadan beakers by von der Way15 and Faltings,16 significant reference material
for Upper Egypt at the period of Naqada I–IIa, yet these vases do not feature the blackened rims
characteristic of the beakers or their imitations (Ma‘adi), and find closer parallels in the Neolithic
cultures of Lower Egypt such as Merimde,17 pushing the site’s timeframe even further back to a
period contemporary with the Early Predynastic. A radiocarbon dating18 yielding a date around
4000 BCE for Buto I is consistent with the type of artifacts that we find there. If there are some
links between Lower Egypt and Upper Egypt at the time of Early Buto, some clues may be also
found in the Fayoum.

In the Fayoum, cemetery “J” at Sedment re-evaluated by B. Williams,19 reveals links with
Upper Egypt, notably in the form of a reddish-brown jar with a blackened rim which is certain-
ly an imitation of a black-topped vessel, perhaps from the Badarian Period (?).20 In the region of
Qasr Qarûn, the site FS-321 presents links to the south in the form of a U fishtail flint blade,22

an import from Upper Egypt occurring during Naqada Ia–IIa. 

Phase 2: The Forging of Inter-regional Trade Networks during the Ma‘adi
Cultural Phase and the Naqada Ia–IIa Phases (ca. 3800-3500 BCE)
The second trade phase between the north and the south of Egypt takes place during the Ma‘adi
culture phase. The sites linked to this culture are virtually all located in the Cairo region with the
exception of Es-Saff a little further south. The relationship between the northern Delta and Ma‘adi
remains to a certain extent, unclear.23 We find some artifacts (possibly from Ma‘adi) such as a
square-sectioned copper hook and some basalt jars fragments at Buto Ib,24 and what appears to
be a ring-based jar situated in the “transition phase” of Buto I–II.25 This same phase reveals pos-
sible copies of jars P 56b,26 which may suggest a fragile link between Buto and Upper Egypt dur-
ing Naqada Ic–IIa. However, the synchronous presence at Buto and at Ma‘adi of bone combs27

similar to the earliest southern productions attests to the contacts with Upper Egypt.
The discovery at Ma‘adi of products imported from other cultural spheres has allowed us to draw

an initial sketch of the site’s possible chronology.28 It is based on the presence of some imported or
copied material from the south (B-Class ceramics and stone palettes) as well as the presence of
imported ledge-handled Palestinian ceramics, considered as prototypes of the first W-class wares
which appear in Upper Egypt in Naqada IIc. The difficulty in establishing a relative chronology
among the southern and northern cultures is apparent in the works of Kaiser29 and of Rizkana and
Seeher30 who propose a wide dating-range around Naqada I–II. The beginnings of the Ma‘adi clus-
ter (Heliopolis, Ma‘adi, Digla I–II) are placed in the second half of Naqada I31 and the closing is
placed in mid- or final Naqada II, depending on the author: Naqada IIb–c (Rizkana and Seeher32),
Naqada IIb–early IIc (Hartung33), Naqada IIc (Tutundzic, Largacha34), Naqada Iic–d (Kaiser35), or
Naqada IId (Hendrickx36). We will demonstrate that Ma‘adi should be more surely situated in an
earlier sequence, in a period contemporary with Naqada Ia–c and extending into Stufe IIa.37
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The current conventional dating is based largely on the presence of black-topped shards and
their local imitations (complete vessels), in particular beakers which appear on the Naqada Ia–IIb
horizon.38 In Upper Egypt, this fine ceramic is current in the necropoli during Naqada Ia–c where
it is the dominant ceramic type.39 While it is difficult to compare the Ma‘adian imitations to pre-
cise black-topped models from the south, it appears possible to relate some of them to Naqada
forms B 18b,40 B 25m,41 and B 84a,42 forms characteristic of Naqada Ib–IIa. So we have on the
one hand the presence of a ceramics set linked to an early period (Stufen Ib–IIa), and on the other
hand the absence of D-Class ceramics typical of a more recent period (Stufen IIb–c). This may be
interpreted as a lack of interaction with the southern cultures during Naqada IIb–c, or it may indi-
cate Ma‘adi’s closure before this date. 

The ceramic trade parameters include Ma‘adian-type ceramics discovered in Upper Egypt.

Figure 2
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These may include a jar decorated with incised pattern around its neck (classed as P 40f by
Petrie43) discovered in a context of Naqada Ia (Naqada tomb N 1783). 

In the other direction, on the Ma‘adi site, we find a flint dagger44 and a fish-tailed flint blade
which are lithic tools clearly imported from Naqadan lands. The fish-tailed flint blade is
U-shaped,45 which testifies to its import before Naqada IIb, the date at which this model is
replaced by the V-shape.46 Two other typical lithic artifacts imported or imitated locally lead to
the same conclusion. The presence at Ma‘adi47 of Naqada I type flat-topped mace heads typical
of Upper Egypt beginning in Naqada Ia,48 and the absence of Naqada IIa–b pear-shaped mace
heads,49 may indicate an early dating limited to Naqada I. The same holds true for the slate
palettes which are all of the simple rhombic type (Petrie’s types 90, 91, 92), which have been
found at Ma‘adi50 and Digla51 and which appear from Naqada Ia onward.52 In Upper Egyptian
necropoli, this type of artifact represents two-thirds of the Naqada I palettes.53 At the beginning
of Naqada IIa, they were progressively replaced by the zoomorphic palettes—particulary fish-
shaped palettes—which represent about half of the palettes in Naqada II,54 artifacts totally absent
at Ma‘adi. We also note that the bifacial knives of Naqada IIb55 and the “rippleflake” knives of
Naqada IIc, widely used in Upper Egypt, are comparatively, totally absent at Ma‘adi. 

Likewise, valuable chronological indications can be deduced from the Ma‘adian materials
imported into the Naqadan sphere, notably the basalt vases.56 The majority of these stone pro-
ductions appear to have originated in Northern Egypt, a region with a long tradition of basalt
craftsmanship: Merimde, Al-Omari, and around the Cairo-area quarries (Heliopolis) and those of
the Fayoum.57 Numerous basalt vases have a ring base and bear lugs, some with a row of shal-
low hollows carved round the neck,58 a set of characteristics which can be found on the Ma‘adian
pottery, but not in that of Upper Egypt.59 In Naqada tombs, basalt vases similar to those of Ma‘adi
are present as early as Naqada Ia and are particularly numerous at the Naqada Ic–IIa Periods.60

They have been found at Abydos (U 1)61 and at Naqada (N 167662) in Naqada Ia contexts; at
Mahasna (H 30),63 Ab’adiya (B 56),64 Al-Badari (3823),65 and at Naqada (N 231, N 1503,
N 1661)66 in Naqada Ic contexts; at Mahasna (H 38)67 in a Naqada IIa context, as well as in other
necropoli among tombs that can not be precisely dated.68 No tomb later than Naqada IIa features
this kind of basalt vessel, which may indicate that the commercial networks were either run down
or nonexistent by the end of this period.69

Other artifacts such as the Ma‘adian-type copper objects discovered in Upper Egyptian sites
allow us to trace the links between these two regions and to refine chronological timeframes. At
Matmar, Brunton70 discovered copper hooks square in cross-section, similar to the Ma‘adian cop-
per hook types.71 On the same site (Matmar tomb 3131), we find a trapezoidal copper axe iden-
tical to the Ma‘adian productions.72 Matmar represents the northern extent of the Naqada I civ-
ilization (its earliest tombs dating from Naqada Ib73). The tomb 3131 has conventionally been
dated in Naqada IIb,74 but it is more likely contemporary with Naqada Ic.75 This chronological
re-evaluation is important because it allows us to determine the Naqadan chronology for the
Ma‘adian rise of metallurgical activities, a time contemporary with the death of the owner of
Matmar tomb 3131 around Naqada Ic.76 This tomb has also revealed a Palestinian jar dating from
the Early EB I, which confirms the existence of trade with the north. This discovery is not iso-
lated, since another tomb at Naqada, dating from the same period (N 1759, Naqada Ic),77 yield-
ed a small Palestinian spout jar (“teapot”) of rough clay, possibly wheel-made, with one line of
incised pattern round its neck associated with metal (a copper pin). 

Another chronological puzzle involves the Palestinian ledge-handled jars and the W-class
models appearing in Upper Egypt during Naqada IIc (ca. 3400 BCE). The origin of the wavy-han-
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dled jar type is Palestinian. According to Hendrickx,78 they were brought into Egypt through
trade beginning during Naqada IIb. In Naqada IIc, we find the first Egyptian imitations of these
pots in the tombs of Upper Egypt.79 We must first note that the Palestinian ledge-handled jars
imported at Ma‘adi belong to the EB Ia1 Period (ca. 3700-3600 BCE), a time-span contemporary
with Naqada Ic-IIa.80 As a consequence, the Naqadan potters drew their inspiration from later
series that were contemporary with Naqada IIc. We must also consider that Petrie types W 1 and
W 2 are most likely jars imported from Palestine in Naqada IIc, and that the first Naqadan imi-
tations begin with the type W 3. The W 3 are wide-bodied jars with a ledge handle positioned at
mid-body.81 The Palestinian chronology relative to Naqada IIc is in the mid EB I Period
(EB Ib1),82 and the W 3 models are more closely linked to Palestinian jars of EB Ia2 type or early
EB Ib1. In conclusion, the equation Naqada IIc = closing of Ma‘adi, largely based on Kaiser’s
interpretation of the relationship between Ma‘adi’s EB Ia1 ledge-handled jars and the W-ware of
the Naqada culture, will probably have to be reconsidered. 

The whole of the present analysis83 confirms that Ma‘adi is a Middle Predynastic site, which
was probably established much earlier than thought at first (around Naqada Ia), and that like-
wise it was probably abandoned earlier (throughout Naqada IIa). The rescaling of both the open-
ing and closing of the site is consistent with comparative studies by different researchers84 based
on the radiocarbon methods which place Ma‘adi around 3800 and 3500 BCE,85 corresponding
precisely to the absolute chronology for Upper Egypt in the time span of Naqada I.86

Phase 3: Trade Links between Upper Egypt and the “Post-Ma‘adian and
Pre-Naqadan” Delta Cultures of Buto II, Tell al-Farkha I, and Tell
al-Eswed A (Naqada IIb-c, ca. 3500-3300 BCE)
The third phase of the relationship between Lower and Upper Egypt would concern what we cur-
rently refer to as the “post-Ma‘adian” and “pre-Naqadan” Delta cultures, a group of sites located
in the northern Delta (Tell al-Farkha Ia, Tell al-Iswid III-I, Buto IIa) which present an original cul-
ture whose opening is contemporary with Naqada IIb87 and possibly earlier (during Late
Naqada IIa). This notion is supported by the presence on some of these sites of artifacts featur-
ing some likeness to Ma‘adian culture but also major differences which can be explained by
regional particularities, and moreover by chronological distance. Indeed, Buto IIa features some
similarities to both the Ma‘adian culture88 and that of Upper Egypt. The comparisons made
between the ceramics of Buto II and that of Naqada are fragile89 with the exception of small
ovoid pots with round bases which can with certainty be linked with the Naqadan R 65b–c
types,90 a ceramic type current in the Upper Egyptian burials of Naqada IIa–IIIa Periods. At the
same period we note that among the ceramic set of Buto IIa, appears an amphora with a point-
ed base,91 which may have been inspired by Naqada P 98 jars92 during Naqada IIb-c. We also
observe the emergence of a new ceramic type in Upper Egypt,93 the “Rough”-class (beginning in
Naqada IIa),94 which may have been influenced by the crude northern ceramics that make up
about 95 percent of the ceramic sets of the Delta sites as far back as the Neolithic. 

The relationship between these Delta sites and the Upper Egyptian cultures takes place in a
more recent phase than Ma‘adi as attested by the presence of D-class Upper Egyptian shards95

with a spiral motif at Buto IIa, and by the roulette-decorated ceramics from the Delta found on
sites in Upper Egypt. Indeed this period in the Delta witnesses the emergence of a new ceramic
group known as “Roulette-ware,” a group of small cooking vessels using organic temper and
bearing a motif made by a rocker stamp.96 This ceramic class represents a small percentage of
the jars (one percent of the sets) but is definitely present on all the northern Delta sites contem-
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porary with the closing of Naqada IIa until Naqada IIc. It apparently emerges in Naqada IIa with
a striped motif97 continuing in Naqada IIb–c with an additional evolutionary tangent toward
geometrical designs (zigzags) stamped horizontally or vertically.98 Other vessels with punctated
decoration are the result of different techniques using a stylus or nail.99

These pots from Lower Egypt, whose content is unknown to us, were either exported toward
or imitated in Upper Egypt. Some of these vessels bear a particular decoration of three or four
parallel lines impressed with a rocker-stamp, forming a sort of necklace with a “loose” end. The
most ancient one comes from Mahasna100 in a Naqada IIa context (tomb H 33). Three examples
come from Naqada (Naqada tombs N 1352,101 N 1361,102 and N 1689103). At Naga ed-Der (N
7298)104 and at al-Badari,105 we also find this decoration, not on small pots but on medium-
sized jars. Another model bearing three rows of incisions round the neck comes from an al-Amra

Figure 3
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tomb (B 139)106 belonging to Naqada IIb. Three small jars with the same motif were discovered
at Naqada (N 1705 and N 1899).107 This impressed decor with three rows of incisions round the
neck also exists on other containers as at al-Badari.108 We also identify one pot with only two
rows of incisions in a Naqada tomb (N 396). At Abydos (tomb U-392, Naqada IIb?),109 another
model presents a motif of four incised parallel stripes. At al-Adaïma (tomb 404, dated Naqada
IIb110), we find a pot with lug-handles decorated with three parallel rocker-stamp lines. We find
a comparable pot with knob handles in Naqada tomb 198,111 which while undated is probably
belonging to Naqada IIb–c112 based on its cultural context and localization. A small Naqada
jar113 (tomb N 707) also bears similar motives. At Matmar114 (tomb 2665 dated in Naqada IIb)
we find another type of small jar with punctuated motif. Three examples come from
Naqada/Ballas115 (in Naqada IIb-c contexts). In Hammamiya tomb 1728, which should be dated
as belonging to Naqada IIb,116 we find a small, lug-handled Palestinian jar, reflecting once more
the “obliged middleman position” of the Delta throughout Egypt’s relationship with Palestine.117

In the lithic industry, we note at Buto II and Tell al-Iswid A a set of standardized flint blades
knives designated as “Hammamiya blades variant A” by K. Schmidt.118 These blades are more
elaborate than the types produced at Ma‘adi but less evolved than the “rippleflake” series of Upper
Egypt. These blade knives appear frequently in Upper Egyptian tombs in Naqada IIb119 and are
thus an important marker in establishing the chronologies of the post-Ma‘adian Delta cultures, as
well as major proof of their contacts with the southern Nile Valley cultures. 

The period of Naqada IIc which corresponds to the second phase of the northern Delta cul-
tures (Tell al-Farkha Ib, Tell al-Iswid VI–IV, Buto IIb, Tell Ibrahim Awad 7) sees the expansion of
the Upper Egyptian cultures into the Fayoum as seen in the foundation of Gerza and Haraga.120

The Delta villages are in contact with the Naqadan villages in the Fayoum, as demonstrated by
Lower Egyptian imports. The site of Haraga, whose tombs date from Naqada IIc–d1121 have yield-
ed two small blackware jars, one with a zigzag motif and the other one with a striped motif (F 91g
and F 91n),122 as well as three small “red-polished” pots bearing a striped decor (P 76, P 77k, and
P 80p).123 At 20 km north of Haraga, the site of Gerza124 has yielded ceramic containers that
were surely shipped through the Delta (several Palestinian jars). Further south, shards with a
zigzag motif have been found in the Ermant settlement (unknown date)125 and at Hierakonpolis
(context Naqada IIc).126 In addition, some Palestinian jars have been found at al-Amra127 and
at Naqada128 in Naqada IIc contexts, which must have been transited through the Delta.129 The
most southerly discovery of a probable Lower Egyptian import comes in the form of a small jar
with a pinecone pattern at Kubbaniya.130

This pre-Naqadan Period in Lower Egypt ends around Naqada IId1. On the majority of the
Delta sites, there is a gap between the stratigraphic sequence between the Predynastic and the
Protodynastic occupation phases. At Tell al-Farkha, the layer Ib is contemporary with Naqada IIc
and is followed by a gap corresponding to Naqada IId; the following layer (Farkha II) dates to
Naqada III.131 The stratigraphical break at al-Farkha is marked by a significant erosive interface
that corresponds to the drastic change in the material culture (i.e. pottery).132 The same discon-
tinuity has been documented at Tell al-Iswid between the layers six and seven, which are con-
temporary with Tell al-Farkha Ib and II.133 On this site, the stratigraphical break is marked by a
sand deposit. Yet on another site (Buto IIIa134), we have some evidence of a more gradual evo-
lution of the archaeological sets with the introduction of Naqada-ware,135 indicating either an
increase in the imports or a period of acculturation (locally made?). 

This period, immediately before Naqada’s expansion toward the north, sensible as from
Naqada IId onward (ca. 3300 BCE), may be split into three principal sequences. The first sequence
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witnesses mostly down-the-line trade between Upper and Lower Egypt and with the neighboring
regions. The second sequence is best illustrated by the emergence of a trade federation among the
villages of Lower Egypt (typified by Ma‘adi) and in Upper Egypt (typified by rivaling village-ter-
ritories). This second sequence also sees the establishment of inter-regional trade networks now
trading metals like copper. The third seqence in Upper Egypt sees Naqada’s domination over rival-
ing chiefdoms and the expansion of its authority across Middle Egypt toward the borders of the
Delta. This final phase of trade before the acculturation of Lower Egypt by Naqada sees a shift in
exported containers from basalt to ceramic material, as well as a shift in Lower Egypt’s cultural
center from the southern Delta (Ma‘adi) to the northern Delta (Buto II, Tell al-Farkha I), perhaps
due to internal conflicts over trade. 

Notes:

1 For the relative chronology of Upper Egypt, that of Petrie and Kaiser are used, taking into account the revi-
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(ed.), The Archaeology of the Nile Delta (Amsterdam, 1988), 247. “Excavations at Tell el-Fara‘in/Buto in
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Archéo-Nil 9 (1999), 20.
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(see in “Recent Excavations in Buto,” 373, note 37).
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